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1. Introduction
The objective of this projectis
to develop
algorithms
autonomous
for
detection
and
recognition of sub-pixel objects in hyperspectral
data. The evaluation of these algorithms is based
oninsertingactualtargetsignaturesintoreal
scenesofhyperspectral images. Eachpixelin
the scene is filtered througha bank of templates
designed to minimize background elements and
maximize
potential
target
elements
in the
signature. The filteredresultisthenevaluated
with a classifier to determine if a target is indeed
present in the pixel.

Abstract
The
goal
of
many
applications
that
using
describe the
hyperspectral
images
tois
constituent componentsof each pixel in a scene.
Typically, a set of relevantendmembers
are
selected and a best fit mixing model is used to
derivetheproportionsoftheseendmembers
found in every pixel. For applications where the
goal is to detect and possibly recognize targets
that occupy a portion of a hyperspectral pixel,
one need not decode the
background
to
determine if a given target spectra is contained
in the pixel signature. This takes computational
resources and may introduce inaccuracies dueto
modeling simplifications.Ourapproachplaces
each pixel in a hyperspectral scene into oneof n
classes based on its distance to a set of n cluster
prototypes.Theclusterprototypeshavebeen
previously identified using a modified clustering
algorithm
based
prior
on
sensed
data.
Associatedwitheach cluster is a set of linear
filters specifically designed to separate a target
embedded in a background signature from other
typical signatures in the cluster. Each pixel is
projected on this set of filters and the result is
fed into a trained
neural
network
for
classification.

The scenes used are generated by the &borne
imaging
Spectrometer
sensor that
delivers
(AVIRIS),
an
optical
calibrated images of the upwelling radiance in
224 spectral
channels,
or bands,
with
wavelengthsfrom 400- 2500-nanometers (nm).
AVIRIS uses a scanning mirror to sweep back
and forth, producing 614 pixelsforthe
224
detectors during each scan. Each pixel produced
a range of
instrument
the
by covers
approximately 20-mer square area on the
ground,withsomeoverlap,yielding
a ground
1 l-km. The instrument flies
swath ofabout
aboard a NASA ER-2 airplane at approximately
20-km abovesealevel.AVIRIShas
flown all
across North America, many parts of Europe,
and South America.
Visible
_Infra&ed

Imaging
Spectroscopy
is
the
acquisition
of
images where for each spatial resolution element
in the image a spectrum of the energy arriving at
the sensor is measured. These spectra are used
to derive information based on the signature of
in
theinteration ofmatterandenergyexpressed
the spectrum. This spectroscopic approach has
been used in the laboratory and in astronomy for
AVIRIS measurestheupwelling
manyyears.

A detailed descriptionof this divide and conquer
algorithm is provided. We outline
our
methodology for generating training and testing
data, describe
modifications
to
a standard
clustering
algorithm
incorporating
a priori
how the
knowledgeaboutthetargets,explain
linear filters are designed, and provide details in
training
neural
network
theclassifier.
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radiance spectrum from 400 to 2500-nm at 10nrn resolution.Fromthemolecularabsorptions
constituent
and scattering
characteristics
expressed in thisspectrum,AVIRISis
able to
make quantitative measurements
including
detecting
and
identifying
the
surface and
atmospheric
constituents
present
given
in
a
region.

-

The target data inserted into the background was
I
developed
from
Forest
theRadiance
experiment (August, 1995). provided by SITAC.
The database contains reference signatures for a
interesting
military
number of potentially
targets. The spectra were modified to minimize
the differences (e.g. number ofbandssampled,
quality) betweenthetargetand
the AWUS
background so as not to biastheresults. The
scenario we are examininginvolvesexamining
ground images from AVIRIS to determine if the
spectral signature fromanyofthe20-meter
square pixels contains, as a constituent element,
a member of a given (known spectral signatures)
targetset.The imagestakenrepresentscenery

fromatypical
forward engagement area in a
battlesituation.
In real
time,
we intend to
effects from
the
data,
remove
atmospheric
reduce its dimensionality using an optimal set of
linear filters, and spatially locate targets in the
scene with a neural
network classifier. This can be accomplished on
apixelbypixel
basis,allowingamassively
1 provides an
parallelimplementation.Figure
overview of our approach for detecting a known
set of objectsinhyperspectralimagery.
This
report describes the methodology used to
our initial
investigatesub-pixeldetectionand
evaluation of analgorithm suitable for highly
parallel implementation specifically running on
an analog, low powerprocessor.
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Figure 1: The data processing pathfor each pixel from the sensed image. The raw
pixel is corrected for abnosphere, assoicated with a particular cluster, projected onto
a set of filters (eigenvectors)for that cluster and thenclassified with the neural
network.
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2. AVIRIS Data and Target Description

reflectance slope isallowedfor
in thefitting
best fit watervaporamountis
process.The
used to index a look-up table of pre-computed
path and reflected radiance values. Inversion to
units of reflectance is computedas the difference
the LUT
between the measuredradianceand
pathradiancedividedby
the LUT reflected
radiance.Thequality
of resultingreflectance
calibration
spectra has beenvalidatedbyfield
experiment [8], and by qualitative inspection of
the spectra.

As
described
earlier, the AVIRIS sensor
generates 224 bands of spectral information for
AVIRIS
pixel.
each
collects
spectra
sequentially,
whiskbroom
using
a
scan
mechanism.
The radiance anfrom
approximately 20 m2 patch onthegroundis
dispersed thru four grating spectrometersto
obtain aspectrumconsisting
of 224 channels
[7]. Each spectral channel is calibrated to units
of spectral radiance by subtraction of a dark
offset level, formed by an averageof 64 dark
measurements each scan line, and then scaled to
units of radiance usingaset
of calibration
coefficients [8]. A mild correction term, derrived
by observing the signal of an onboard calibrator,
is applied to correct for minor instability in the
[9]. The
sensor's
radiometric
performance
spectralresponse function of thespectrometer
channels is also measuredusingascanning
monochromator [8] and parameters of a best fit
Gaussian functionare determined.

The scenes used in this study are Cuprite (see
Figure l), and the ARM site (seeFigure 5).
Target spectra were obtained from ground truth
measurements conducted at the F R 1 experiment
[l I]. The
target
spectra
are reduced to
reflectance by comparing the unknown target to
a known reflectance standard.The reflectance of
the target is determined by computing the ratio
of the signals
between
targetandstandard
multipliedby the reflectanceof the standard.
Thesereflectance data were further processed
using a median filter to remove noisy channels,
interpolatedto 1 nm resolutionusingaspline
function,
and
then
resampled
using
the
appropriate AVIRIS spectral response function.
Thesesteps are required to accountforthe
different
spectral
samplings
of the
field
spectrometers
and
the
AVIRISsensor.

The AVIRIS data is inverted to units of spectral
reflectanceusinga
radiative transfer model
estimate of atmospheric
path
radiance
and
reflected radiance (ref 4). The model makes use
of a model fit of the 940 nm water vapor feature
fureachAVIRIS
spectrum. Thepresenceof
surface water. such as from vegetation,and
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Figure 2. Average target signatures obtainedfrom the FRl experiment. Each example is the
average of 8 signatures of a given target.
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Targets are mixed into the AVIRIS scene at an
arbitrary fractional levelof x% by formingthe
composite spectra that are the sum
of x*target +
(Z-x)*background. Forproblems
in which it
madesensetoexamineeithersensorortarget
noise, we defined the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
as 50% of the reflectance value divided by the
deviation of the

Figure 3 indicates,separatingthe mixed target
examples from the background elements, in this
case of a single cluster, is an extremely difficult
task. The problem is made even more difficult in
thatthe
number of allowablefalsepositives
must remain quite low due to the large number
of samples in a given scene. Even with a false
positive rate of 1 : 1 o o 0 0 , such a detection
algorithm run on a scene with one million pixels
would generate about 1 0 0 false alarms. The next
section describes our approach for detecting the
elements in Figure 3 that are targets.

noise
distribution.
For
all
cases,
we added
randomly generated zero mean Gaussian values
to inject the noise. Figure 3 provides an example
of randomly drawn background pixels (from a
single cluster) and
pixels
from
the
same
distribution with a 10%target mix (again drawn
randomly). As the captionin
0.3
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0.2

0. I
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Figure 3. Randomly sampled background pixels (black) and targets mixed at10%
(white) drawn from the
same cluster. The bands at0 were not used for detection
purposes (water bands). Although thereseems to be considerable separation in the
first third of the graph,full 1h of the target datais completely covered by the
background spectra (the blacklies over the white plots).
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3. Algorithm Description

prototype(Euclideandistance). All subsequent
operations on the pixel are based on the group
that it is associated with. This step partitions the
n distributions of spectra
initialprobleminto
As the
associatedwiththeprototypespectra.
evaluation of the pixel is based on our a priori
knowledge
about
these
distributions,
the
prototypesused need to reflecttheunderlying
distributions of thescene.Howtheprototypes
are generated is described later inthis section.

Given
set
a of
targets T, thegoalofthe
algorithm is to detect any element t E T in real
time that is present in the hyper-spectral pixel of
ascene. To meet therealtimegoals
of the
algorithm,thesystemdevelopedutilizestwo
multi-processorboards (SHARC 16 processor
cards) slottedinto the main bus ( X I ) of a
personal computer.These 32 processorsperform
atmosphericcorrectionforeachsensorpixel,
assign it to a cluster for evaluation, and evaluate
eachcluster.Theevaluation
is donebyfirst
projecting each pixel onto 40 orthogonal
dimensionsspecific to each clusterand then
analyzing the 32 resultant values
with
a
previously trained neural network specific to the
cluster.

The filtering step is an orthogonalsub-space
projection of each pixel. It is used to optimally
(linear) separate the background pixels of each
group with targets (signal) from those without
(noise). Eachpixel is projectedonto the 32
basis vectors for its group after subtracting out
the group. This is astandard
themeanof
technique used to reduce the dimensionality of
the pixel (224->32) while preserving as much of
the signal as possible. As the classifier uses the
32 resultantvalues to determineifthepixel
of
contains
target,
a
the reduced
number
dimensions
allows
for
fewer
examples
in
learningthedecisionboundariesforthetask
non-linear classification
(typicallyO(d2)fora
problem with d dimensions).

of
Theatmosphericcorrectionroutineconsists
alloperations on pixelsnecessary to remove
gross atmospheric and sensor bias from the raw
sensor data. This pre-processing step normalizes
each pixel with respectto sun angle, water vapor
content(atmosphericcomponents of variation)
andincorporatesanycalibrationinformation
regarding the sensor.Thesevariantsimpact
different portions of the spectra in stereotypical
hide keyfeatures
fashionandmayeffectively
useful
in
the discrimination of
background
spectra from those containing targets. Inputs to
this routine can be obtained from telemetry (for
sun angle calculations), raw spectral bands (for
estimatingwatervapor),andpre-flight
( o r inflight) sensor calibration information. The goal
is to achieve quality reflectance data in real time
with minimal variation over key feature regions.
For this study,reflectance data wasused in
generating
all
the
results-we
have
yet
to
determineif standard routines are suitable for
implementation in the described system (in real
time).

The last step uses a neural network classifier to
evaluate whetherornotthepixelcontainsa
targetfrom T. Theneuralnetworkforeach
group takes as input the projected values of the
value. Valuesabovea
pixelandoutputsa
threshold are considered pixels with targets and
thosebelow are assigned to background.Both
the threshold and neural network parameters are
learned from training examples based on spectra
clustered in the associated group.
The effectiveness of the evaluation requires that
the prototypes generated and the spectra used in
be derived from
trainingtheclassifiermust
scenerywithroughlythesame
distributions as
operational
test.
The
encountered in the
followingpseudo code outlinestheimportant
features of the algorithm.

The
clustering
step in the
algorithm
is
accomplishedwithasimplenearestneighbor
normalized
pixel
is
algorithm [4]. Each
compared to aset
ofpre-computed
spectra
prototypes. The pixel is grouped with the closest
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Let pxybe a raw pixel located at (x,y)in the
scene:
for all x,y( 1) pxy= AC(p,,,sun-angIe,sensor-calibration)
(2) p x y + mini( II p x y - Pi II )
for all p x yin i(3) X Ci@x,TWi) < thri then turiet(x,y)
otherwise background(x,y)

ofthealgorithm in detecting targets as will be
shown in the results section.

A. Clustering
To effectively simplify the distribution of data
classified by
an
expertneuralnetwork,we
partition the incoming pixels into a number of
predetermined groups by usingthe prototypes of
a clustering algorithm (designated as the set Pi).
Theclusteringalgorithmisrunonpreviously
aquired data that reflects the distribution of the
scene beinganalyzed. The prototypes are the
averages of the
clusters
identified
by
the
algorithm. To achieve good results, the clusters
should partition the scene pixels into a set of n
groupseachhaving
a narrower(andmore
defined) distribution of constituent pixels. This
will allowustoemploy
filters that effectively
minimze this distribution, highhghting potential
pixels containing elements from the target set.

Where AC ( ) is the atmospheric correction, pxy
is the
corrected
pixel,
the
transpose
is
operation, Pi is the closest prototype, Wi is the
filterset for groupi,and
Ci istheneural
for that
group.
t h r I is
network
classifier
thresholdvaluediscriminatingbetweenpixels
with targets and those without. Obviously, in a
parallel implementation, the two for loops can
be overlapped so that the entire scene need not
be segmented (2) prior to projecting
the
corrected pixel and evaluating it by the neural
network (3).

We employedtwo different clustering algorithms
in analyzingtheoverallalgorithm.Thefirst
a standardclusteringtechnique
algorithmis
& Hart].It
outlined inDudaandHart[Duda
to
uses a standard
least
squares
criterion
minimize
the
distance
between
each
of n
randomly
selected
groups.
The
criterion
minimized by the clustering algorithm is:

Steps 2 and 3 in the abovealgorithmrequire
prior knowledge about the distribution of pixel
evaluated.
This
spectra in the scene being
knowledge consistsof:
1) A set of backgroundprototypesderived
from scene characteristics that are used to
segement the scene.
2) A set of linear filters for eachbackground
type
used
to optimally separate targets
imbeddedin background pixels from other
background pixel examples.
3) A set of expert neuralnetworkclassifiers
that receive as input the projections of the
corrected pixels ontheir respective filter set.
The neural networks are required to respond
with 1 when targets are embeddedin the
pixels
and
-1 otherwise.
The
resultant
output is thresholded to achieve the desired
level of false positives.

where i is one of n clusters and pj is a pixel in
thatcluster.Theclusteringalgorithmiterates
through each pixel and determines if moving the
pixel to another group reduces the overall cost.
If it d m , the pixel is moved to the other group
andtheassociatedaverages
ofeachprototype
cluster are recalculated. This continues until the
moving of pixels no longer reduces the overall
cost. Theresultantclusterprototypes
are then
employed by our algorithmto segment the scene.

Theremainder of thissection describes how
each of thesecomponents are generatedfor a
givenset T of targetsignaturesand a known
distribution of background signatures in which
Optimizing
these
the
targets
will be found.
components directly improvestheperformance

Two
things
are
worth
noting
about this
n increases,theoverall
technique.Firstly,as
cost is likely to go down as a larger number of
groups allow the clustering algorithm to better
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fit the
given
distribution.
The
narrower
distributions are more amenable to masking by
thefilters in step 3 of our algorithm,which
should
result
in better
detection
rates.
Obviously, signal to noise issues, the underlying
the additional
true pixel distributions,
and
computationalcostin step 2 of ouralgorithm
effectivelylimit the size of n andmakeit
problem&pendent. Nonetheless, more groups
should increase the performance of the detection
algorithm. Secondly, the clustering algorithm, as
described, is independent of the detection
problem.It
does not take intoaccountany
information that we might have concerning the
targetset.
The size of the distribution for
clusters thatcloselyresembletargetscould
be
quite wide thus making it more difficult to detect
As targets are typically
targetpixelsinthem.
camouflaged to resemble the background, this is
potentially
a
serious
problem.
Similarly,
it
makes little sense to have narrow distributions
for clusters whose elements highly contrast with
the targets (making themeasy to detect).

The filters associatedwith a given prototype are
derived from the distribution of its background
noise with
respect
to
pixels
(essentially
of potential
detection)
and
the
distribution
targets(atsome mixpercentage)embedded in
that
background
(the signal). This can be
optimallyseparated to maximizethe signal to
noise ratio between the two
groups
using
directed principal components analysis (DPCA).
The filters generated byDPCA can be identified
off line by
determing
the target
spectra
associated
with
each
cluster
using
an
appropriate mixing model. To characterizethe
distribution for cluster i the covariance matrix,
Ri, is found for pixelsin the group(without
targets). We can also characterize themixed
target-pixel
distribution
instances
associated
with cluster iby its covariance matrix,Si.
We are interested in finding a set of orthogonal
basisvectors(filters)
Wi, that maximizesthe
expectedsignal
to noise ratio of thesetwo
distributions definedbytheirrespectivepixel
sets. The generalized eignevector solution to the
following equation accomplishes this:

What is needed are narrowdistributions of
backgrounds that resemble targets in our set and
wider distributions for those backgrounds that
To accomplish this, we
contrast withthem.
given in (1) to reflect
modifiedthecriterion
target knowledge and then evaluate this modified
algorithm in the results section. The change in
( 1 ) consists of simply weighting each pixel by a
term reflecting its closeness with elements in the
target set. Themodified criterion is given by:

The set of filters defined by Wi is the directed
componentsusedin step (3) ofouralgorithm.
Theyessentiallysteertheeigenvectorsolution
away from dimensions of high noise variance in
noise
linearly
a optimal
fashion.
the
If
characterized by Ri is Gaussian,equation (4)
results in
the
standard solution
found
by
Others have
principal
component
analysis.
employed
similar
techniques
sub-pixel
in
detection
problems
with
slightly
different
formulationsandhavereported
good results
[13.

were is anelement of T, the target set. Pixels
that are close to targets will be weighted more in
the cost of the clustering algorithm than those
furtherawayallowingtheclusteringalgorithm
to naturally provide more resources (groups) to
those background types.
B. Filter Sets

C. Classification
Step 3 in our algorithm involves classifying each
pixel’s projection on Wi with a neural network.
The networks are trained with data drawn from
the two distributions used to
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we were interested in determining whether or not
performance gains were achieved with:
1. Theuse
of DPCAinstead
of themore
traditional PCA approach.
2. Incorporating
target
knowledge
into
the
clustering algorithm.
3. Usinganon-linearneuralnetworkovera
linear classifier.

determine Wi, R, and Si. The expert network for
class i is required to respond with 1 for elements
drawn from Si and -1 fromthosedrawnfrom
Ri. We used simple
a
feed forward model
employing 10 sigmoidal hidden units trained
with back propogation to get the desired result.
The output can then be thresholded to achieve
the desired detection rate or false positive rate
by examiningthe receiver operator curves.

The following
subsection
describes our
methodology used inevaluating the algorithm,
the results of our evaluation on theoverall
algorithm performance and the analysis of the
modifications
we’ve
made to the existing
techniques ( 1-3).

While theformulationof the problemstudied
hereislinear-the
targets werelinearlymixed
into the backgrounds, the actualclassification
problem
resulting
from
multiple
target
signatures, the distributionsresultingfrom the
clustering, and the resultant projectionsofthe
corrected pixels, need not be. In addition, certain
non-linearelements are oftenpresentinreal
problems-sensor
noise,
pixel
correction, or
actual mixing of target and background that lead
us to believe that a non-linear classifier is more
suitable for this problem.Evidence that this is
the case is provided later inthe results section.

A. Methodology
To provide an accurate estimate of how well the
algorithm performs, we used random techniques
the training
data
(for
for
sampling
both
clustering,covariancematrixes in DPCA,and
neuralnetworklearning)and
the testdatafor
evaluating the algorithmandgenerating
the
receiver
operator
curves.
The
two
scenes
consisted of over % of a million pixels of which
less than 10%were used in developing a set of
training data. Testing data consisted of
randomly
drawn
pixels
from
the
remaining
scene. Target pixels were generated by randomly
selecting spectra from the target set and linearly
mixingthemwith arbitrary background pixels.
The training data was then evaluated with either
clustering techniqueto realize the prototypes (p)
used in step 1 of the algorithm. Figure 5 shows
the prototypes generated by a sample clustering
and Figure 6 shows the ARM scene segmented
of the
withthoseprototypes.Asub-sample
training data (lo00 examples each) was used to
generate the covariance matrixes Ri and Si. The
W , to these
generalizedeigenvectorsolutions
solved using
a
Matlab
matrixes
were
then
routine

4. Results
Weevaluated the overallperformance of the
algorithm using the described target set and two
AVIRIS scenes (Cuperite copper mine inNew
Mexico and Midwesternfarmland).Wewere
interestedinexamining its performance as the
size of the target relative to the background pixel
varied, as target measurement and sensor noise
changed,andin
the influence that different
In
backgrounds
had
on
the
detection
rate.
addition,
we
explored
how
the
algorithmic
choices affected the detection rate.In particular
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figure 4. Example prototypesobtained from the clustering algorithm. The prototypesin this case
were generatedfrom the Cuperite mining scenewith 16 clusters.

Figure 5. The ARM scene segmented with the prototypes.This process corresponds to step 2 in the
algorithm.
the
training
data
which
tends
to
decrease
generalization. As we have no prior knowledge
as to what features in W the network would find
useful,
we
modified
by
itmultiplying
each
dimension i, in W, by l h , where 0 is the
standard deviation of example pixels projected
onthateigenvector. This isimportant as there
are typicallylargevariationsintheprojected
to the
values on the different eigenvectors (due
way they were calculated). Important features in

Training data for the neural network was again
In
drawn
from
the
set
of
training
pixels.
addition, a portion of the training data forthe
networkwasusedtohalttraining
(a hold out
set) as described in Haykin [ 5 ] . Training of the
networks used 5000 examples, V2 target and Yz
background pixels. The hold out set consisted of
2500 examples not trainedupon. It isused to
stop training in order to prevent over learning on
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lowerorderprincipalcomponentscouldeasily
be considerednoisebythenetworkunlessthis
modified vectors in W
step is taken.
The
generate theW used in step 3 of our algorithm.

From the graph, it is clear that even substantial
improvement to a 2% target mixisunlikely to
result in a reasonable detection algorithm (unless
used as a pre-processor). The detection rate is
simplytoolow
atanyusefullevelof
false
positives.Eventhe
5% graphshownhereis
unacceptablewithrespect
to falsepositives.
However it is significantly better than 2% and is
low enough to allow us to evaluate algorithmic
10% graph is simply too
modifications.The
good-anyalgorithmicchangeswouldrequire
hundredsof thousands ofpixelevaluations to
showsignificance(inimprovement)whileit
should be readily apparent at the 5% level. For
purelypragmaticreasons
our evaluations of
algorithmicparameters and modifications are
based on target mixes of 5%.

B. Experiment 1: Detection as target size
VarieS

One of the majorgoalsinthisprojectwas
to
determinehow large the target had to be in
relation to the pixel.
For
search or
characterizationscenarios,largerpixels
for a
more ground
given size target
represents
coverageandallows for awidersearch to be
conducted in the same amount of time and for
the sensor to be onahigher(andpresumably
safer) flyingplatform.Ofcourse,
all sub-pixel
detection
algorithms
will benefit
by
larger
targets
relative
to pixel size (among other
variants)
making
difficult
it
to draw
are
comparisonsbetweenalgorithms.Ourtests
designed to provide some indication of just what
targevpixel ratio makes sense to describe what
and
algorithmic
modifications
make
sense,
finally to describe our methodology from which
we could analyzealternate algorithms.

C. Experiment 2: Changing the number of
clusters (n) and the type of clustering
Segmenting the sceneinto n clusters is the factor
that hasthelargestimpactondetectionrates.
Increasing the size of n means that the filter set
and classifier associated with a particular cluster
will, on average, have as input a more compact
distribution. Similarly, making more responsive
cluster--the distributionsof those clustersof low
contrast withthe target setnarrower-means
that each classifier gets about the same problem
difficulty. This makes discriminationbetween
target and background considerably easier and
reduces
variance
detection
in
rates
across
clusters.

In the first experiment, we examined four
mix
ratios of target and background The algorithm
was evaluated with 16 clusters derived using the
unmodified clustering algorithm. No noise was
added to the targets or the background pixels.
Thenatural(sensed)variation
in the example
spectra contained in a cluster or the target gives
an upper bound ontheperformance
of the
algorithm for the given parameters (itis unlikely
that adding
noise
will
result
better
in
performance).
Obviously
changes in the
parameterswillmovethedetectionratesand
thesewill be investigatedinlaterexperiments.
Figure 6 plotsthereceiveroperatorcurves
(detection
vs.
false positives)
for
mix
percentages of 2%. 5% and 10%. 25% target
mix resulted in 100% detection (not shown) with
no falsepositives.Theplotsshownconsist
of
averaging the results from 8 ofthe 16 clusters
(over 50,000 pixels sampled).

Figure 7 shows the receiver operator curves for
clusteringwith n equal to 16, 6 4 , or 128. The
of
size of the
neural
networks,
the
type
clustering,
target
mixtures,
etc.,
are held
constant for each cluster size.There is some
naturalvariationin
the clusteringalgorithm
(initial clusters are randomlychosenandlocal
minima exist) so that somevariation.is to be
expected in the overall detection rates. However
thedifferencesbetweenthedetectionratesfor
the various size clusters are significant. Figure7
clearlyshowstheimprovementobtained
by
increasing the numberof clusters.
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Figure 6. Receiver operator curves forneural network output as target mix in
background pixel variesas a percentage of pixelsize. The three curves show
1096,595, and 2% target mix. At 25% mix (not shown)the algorithm had 100%
detection withno false positives.
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Figure 10. Receiver operator curves forneural network outputas SNR varies on
the mixed target elements. The targets shown include the
original target set along
with targets modified wing SNRs of 10,20, and 50.
Adding
target
knowledge
to the
clustering
algorithmdemonstrates the impactbackground
contrast has on the detectability of targets mixed
into that background. Just as increasingthe
number of clusters makes the discrimination task
easier for eachexpert classifier, makingeach

cluster have about the same intrinsic difficulties
also improves the average detection rate for the
scene. Figure 8 shows the improvement obtained
byadding target knowledge to the clustering
process.
algorithm. This simulates poor calibration, noise
or simplesensor
in
calculating
reflectance,
noise. The impact onthe algorithm is substantial
5% mix percentageshown.Amuch
atthe
smallerimpactonperformance
is seen at the
10% target mix for the levels of noise injected
5% mix is
here(possiblyindicatingthatthe
quite near the detectability limit).

D. Experiment 3: Adding Noise to the
Targets and Sensor
The
filter
sets
are specifically
designed
to
minimizetheimpact of noisein the detection
process. However, significant noise is bound to
impact the detection rates. The next two figures
examine the impactofnoiseon
the targetset
(how well we know the
target spectra) and the
sensor (how well the sensor images
the scene).
Figure 9 gives the receiver operator curves for
the original cluster and with SNR of 50 and 10.
Inthis case,Gaussiannoisewasadded
to the
pixelprior
to evaluationafter step 1 in the

Figure 10 provides the impact
noise
of
This represents
degradation on thetargetset.
less thanperfectknowledgeaboutthetarget
spectra or its properties. Again, Gaussian noise
is added (per band) to targets at 10, 20, and 50
SNR and the resultant receiver operator curves
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5. Conclusion
A novel detection algorithm and our evaluation
methodology are described here. The detection
algorithm was shown to perform detection at a
rate of over 99% with false positives less than
with
0.1% on a set of targets mixedat10%
background pixels. For
larger
targets,
the
detection ratesapproach 100% (at 25% mix,
the algorithm was perfect).
We also show a number of modifications to the
basic detection approach. We used clustering to
divide up
the
problem
into a number of
partitions so that each cluster can be analyzed
independently. The use ofdirectedprincipal
components instead of the standardprincipal
component analysis also provided a significant
performance boost. A modified clustering
(with
algorithm wasshowntomoreequitably
respect tothe expert networks) divideupthe
in
performance
problem,
resulting
improvements. Finally, our analysis shows that
improvements (or control) of variants prior to
segmenting the scene may impact the detection
more
in
fundamental ways
than
does
knowledge about the targetdata.
The
research
described in this
paper
was
carried out by the Jet PropulsionLaboratory,
California Institute ofTechnology,under
a
contract with the NationalAeronauticsand
Space Administration.
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